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Innovation

The newly developed safety cover, introduced in the last  
newsletter, has been produced for the ACUTRONIC AC1135 rate 
table. It combines lightweight design with maximum safety.

A New Multimaterial Safety Cover for  
Centrifuges Prof. Dr. M. Henne, G. A. Barandun, Hochschule für Technik Rapperswil

W. Rindlisbacher, A. Coviello, ACUTRONIC Switzerland

Introduction

The new multimaterial cover has been designed in  

collaboration with Prof. M. Henne and his team from 

the “Institut für Werkstofftechnik und Kunststoffverar-

beitung” (IWK) at the University of Applied Sciences in 

Rapperswil. The cover has been manufactured by an 

external company that specializes in processing light-

weight and composite materials.

A Multimaterial Solution

The usual steel safety cover has been replaced by a 

multimaterial solution. It offers outstanding mechanical 

properties in terms of stiffness and crash safety, at a 

fraction of the weight of the conventional steel design.

During the development of the new cover, the 

interaction between design, materials, and processes 

has been a major focus. Thus, the chosen solution em-

phasizes the use of commonly available, state-of-the-

Composite cover 
mounted on motor stand.

art materials and processes them in a clever and effi-

cient way. The concept presented in the last newsletter 

needed only minor changes – in fact, all main compo-

nents are manufactured exactly the same way as 

planned. The heart of the assembly is the foam-fabric 

crash zone: it combines the high energy absorption 

rates of both Alcan Airex foam and aramid fibers with 

the ability to distribute the impact energy over a wide 

area using the aramid layers. The top and bottom of 

the cover are made of Alucore, an extremely stiff alu-

minum honeycomb panel.

The manufacturing costs for the multimaterial 

cover are in the same range as for the steel cover – 

and this is even more remarkable when considering 

that the new cover is a first prototype, and further opti-

mization will lead to lower production costs. As part of 

the prototype development, compatibility tests for all 

involved material combinations (Dibond, foam, aramid, 

aluminum, etc.) have been carried out.

Thanks to the lightweight design, scaling this 

type of cover to larger centrifuge series is compara-

tively simple. A modular concept with only a few main 

inner diameters will accommodate the whole line of 

ACUTRONIC centrifuges.  ]

Summary

The newly developed multimaterial cover meets 

all the requirements of costs, weight, and safety 

and has been developed and manufactured by 

an interdisciplinary team in under six months.
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